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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-01755 
CASE NAME: YEN VS. NORK 
HEARING ON MOTION TO MODIFY DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO CCP 473b 
FILED BY JANE YEN, HUY NGUYEN 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing dropped by Court based on Stipulation and Order field 4/27/17. 
 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC14-01915 
CASE NAME: MORISEY VS. NEAL 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS 
FILED BY PHILIP A. MORISEY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Unopposed – granted. 
 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-00067 
CASE NAME: WAGNER VS. LOFTIN 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended CROSS-COMPLAINT of LOFTIN 
FILED BY STEPHEN D. WAGNER, TAMMY S. WAGNER 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
A second amended cross-complaint was filed on April 4, 2017.  As a result, the demurrer is 
overruled as moot. 
 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01327 
CASE NAME: PEMBERTON VS COOLSYSTEMS, INC. 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER TO LIMIT DISCOVERY 
FILED BY COOLSYSTEMS, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Motion dropped from calendar.  This motion is to be dealt with by the newly appointed 
Discovery Referee. 
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 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01735 
CASE NAME: ANNA PARK VS. JEFFREY TRAYNOR 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY BABAK EDRAKI 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendant Babak Edraki, M.D.’s Motion for Summary Judgment is denied.  Defendant 

has no met his burden of establishing there is no triable issue as to any material fact and that he 

is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. CCP § 437c(a) and (c).      

A. Background Facts 
 
 On October 1, 2014, while 13 weeks pregnant, Plaintiff was seen at Defendant Diablo 
Valley Perinatal Associates, Inc. for a first trimester screening and evaluation, including an 
antenatal nuchal translucency scan.  (SSUMF 1.)  The ultrasound was performed and read by 
Defendant Dr. Jeffrey Traynor.  Dr. Traynor interpreted the sonogram as showing heterotopic 
twin gestation, and noted that a second fetal heart rate in the lower quadrant was detected.  
(SSUMF 2.)   Dr. Traynor discussed the findings with Defendant Dr. Babak Edraki.  (SSUMF 5.)  
Plaintiff was referred to John Muir Medical Center in Walnut Creek for emergency surgery.  
(SSUMF 7.)   
 
  Based upon the ultrasound and Doppler study findings that had been reported to him, 

and the known dangers associated with abdominal pregnancies, Dr. Edraki recommended 

surgical exploration.  (SSUMF 14.)  Dr. Edraki performed an exploratory laparotomy and 

appendectomy.  (SSUMF 17.)  Dr. Edraki discovered no ectopic pregnancy was present.  

(SSUMF 20.)  Following surgery, Plaintiff developed fever and was diagnosed with a Clostridium 

difficile enterocolitis (“C. diff.” infection.)  (SSUMF 27.)     

 Plaintiff filed this action for negligence for having to undergo the unnecessary surgery.  
“[I]n any medical malpractice action, the plaintiff must establish: '(1) the duty of the professional 
to use such skill, prudence, and diligence as other members of his profession commonly 
possess and exercise; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) a proximate causal connection between the 
negligent conduct and the resulting injury; and (4) actual loss or damage resulting from the 
professional's negligence.'”  (Hanson v. Grode (1999) 76 Cal.App.4th 601, 606.) 
  

B. Standard of Review 

First, and generally, “from commencement to conclusion, the party moving for 
summary judgment bears the burden of persuasion that there is no triable issue of material fact 
and that he is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.”  (Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield Co. (2001) 
25 Cal.4th 826, 850.)  “A defendant bears the burden of persuasion that ‘one or more elements 
of’ the ‘cause of action’ in question ‘cannot be established,’ or that ‘there is a complete defense’ 
thereto. (Id., § 437c, subd. (o)(2).)”  (Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 
850.)   

 Defendant Dr. Edraki moves for summary judgment on the grounds he met the 

applicable standard of care at all relevant times in his care and treatment of Plaintiff, and no act 
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or omission by Defendant caused or contributed to Plaintiff’s injuries, to a reasonable degree of 

medical probability. Plaintiff Frank Pizzileo’s claim for loss of consortium fails since Plaintiffs 

cannot prove their claim as to Dr. Edraki.   

C. Defendant Edraki Met His Initial Burden of Production 
 
 “‘California courts have incorporated the expert evidence requirement into their standard 
for summary judgment in medical malpractice cases. When a defendant moves for summary 
judgment and supports his motion with expert declarations that his conduct fell within the 
community standard of care, he is entitled to summary judgment unless the plaintiff comes 
forward with conflicting expert evidence.’ [Citations.]”  (Munro v. Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1989) 
215 Cal.App.3d 977, 984-985.) 
   
 To meet his initial burden of production, Defendant Edraki filed the declaration of 

Daniel Kato, M.D.  Dr. Kato is a licensed physician, board-certified by the American Board of 

Obstetrics and Gynecology since 1999. In Dr. Kato’s opinion, based upon his medical 

education, professional experience, and review of file material, no act or omission of Dr. Edraki 

caused or contributed to Anna Park’s injuries.  Accordingly, Dr. Edraki met the standard of care 

in all respects. 

 In Dr. Kato’s opinion, Dr. Edraki acted on the best line of information available to him in 
performing the emergency exploratory laparotomy. (SSUMF 39.)  Dr. Edraki thoroughly 
explained the risks, benefits, and alternatives.  He obtained informed consent.  (SSUMF40.)  
Dr. Edraki performed the laparotomy and appendectomy correctly and within an appropriate 
period of time, given the inherent risks of an extrauterine pregnancy. (SSUMF40.)   Dr. Edraki 
appropriately monitored her condition post-operatively.  Plaintiff was appropriately discharged 
and Dr. Edraki appropriately followed-up.  No evidence of substandard care exists. (SSUMF 41.)  
  
 As to the causation element, “In a medical malpractice action, the evidence must be 

sufficient to allow the jury to infer that in the absence of the defendant's negligence, there was a 

reasonable medical probability the plaintiff would have obtained a better result.”  (Alef v. Alta 

Bates Hospital (1992) 5 Cal.App.4th 208, 216.)  “The question of causation long has been 

recognized as a factual one, and it is only ‘where reasonable men [and women] will not dispute 

the absence of causality’ [Citation] that it becomes a question of law and may properly be 

withheld from the jury.” (Saelzler v. Advanced Group 400 (2001) 25 Cal.4th 763, 785.)  “The 

standard is high for finding as a matter of law that the material facts show a lack of causality or 

breach of duty, but it is not unmeetable.” Constance B. v. State of California (1986) 178 

Cal.App.3d 200, 207.)  

 As to causation, Dr. Kato opined that to a reasonable degree of medical probability 

(greater than 50%), no act or omission by Dr. Edraki caused or contributed to Plaintiff Anna 

Park’s injuries.  (SSUMF 42.)   

 Defendant met his initial burden of production, causing the burden to shift to Plaintiff.  

D. Plaintiff Raises a Triable Issue of Fact 
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 If the moving party meets his initial burden of production making a prima facie showing 

there are no triable issues of material fact, the burden then shifts to the opposing party to make 

a prima facie showing that a triable issue of material fact exists.  (Aguilar v. Atlantic Richfield Co. 

(2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 850.) The opposing party has to produce admissible evidence showing a 

triable issue of fact exists.  (Green v. Ralee Engineering Co. (1998) 19 Cal.4th 66, 72.)  When a 

defendant moves for summary judgment and supports the motion with expert declarations that 

his conduct fell within the community standard of care, the defendant is entitled to summary 

judgment unless the plaintiff comes forward with conflicting expert evidence.  Munro v. Regents 

of the University of California (1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 977, 984-985. 

 To meet their burden, Plaintiffs submitted the declaration of James G. Tappan, M.D., a 

licensed physician, board-certified by the American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology since 

1976.  Dr. Tappan reviewed Ms. Park’s medical records and sonogram, Plaintiff’s deposition 

transcript, and a voice recording of a discussion between Dr. Traynor, Ms. Park and her 

husband after surgery on October 1, 2014.  Based on Dr. Tappan’s education, training, and 

clinical experience of over forty years, he opined that Dr. Traynor and Dr. Edraki should have 

both considered that it was likely that Ms. Park did not have a heterotopic extrauterine 

abdominal pregnancy. Heterotopic abdominal pregnancies are extremely rare—the chances of 

this condition are approximately one in thirty thousand and Ms. Park had no history of conditions 

that lead to heterotopic pregnancies. Additionally, Ms. Park was asymptomatic.  Someone 

presenting at thirteen weeks with heterotopic pregnancy would likely have pain and/or bleeding. 

(Tappan Decl., ¶7a.)  (Plaintiff had some mild lower abdominal discomfort. (SSUMF 10.)) 

 According to Dr. Tappan, Dr. Edraki, as the surgeon, had an independent duty 

to diagnose Ms. Park before performing invasive surgery and could not properly rely solely on 

Dr. Traynor’s misdiagnosis. (Tappan Decl., ¶7a.)  The correct action for Dr. Traynor and 

Dr. Edraki to take prior to performing surgery would have been to repeat the study.  

(Tappan Decl., ¶7b.)   

 Although Dr. Tappan believes surgery should not have been performed, if surgery were 

needed, Dr. Edraki should have performed a laparoscopy, a less invasive surgery, rather than 

the midline laparotomy he performed.  A laparoscopy is the preferred surgical approach where, 

as here, the diagnosis is uncertain and the mother is stable, not bleeding internally.  (Tappan 

Decl., ¶7c.)  The laparoscopy has a lower risk of surgical and infectious complications and 

substantially less risky to the healthy fetus within the uterus.  (Tappan Decl., ¶7c.)   

 Dr. Tappan also opines that performing the appendectomy during the surgery fell below 

the standard of care.  The appendectomy required additional informed consent, because it 

increased the risk of complications of the laparotomy, and added to the duration of anesthesia, 

a risk factor for the baby.  There were no signs of appendicitis, so the removal was not called 

for.  (Tappan Decl., ¶7d.) Although Plaintiff consented, there is a question of fact as to 

whether the consent was “informed.” (Park Depo., 65:13- 66:25, Plaintiff’s Compendium of 

Evidence, Exhibit 9.) 
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 Dr. Tappan opines that the prophylactic antibiotics given for the elective appendectomy 

was more likely than not a substantial factor in causing her subsequent C. diff infection.  

(Tappan Decl., ¶7d.)  Prophylactic perioperative antibiotics are not recommended for either a 

laparotomy or laparoscopy.  The antibiotics suppress the patient’s normal bacteria floral and 

increases the risk of infection with C. diff.  The administration of the antibiotics was a substantial 

factor in causing Plaintiff’s infection with C. diff. (Tappan Decl., ¶7d.)   

 Plaintiffs have submitted evidence sufficient to raise a triable issue of fact as to whether 

Dr. Edraki’s treatment fell below the standard of care and caused Plaintiff’s injuries.  Therefore, 

the motion for summary judgment should is denied.  If there is single triable issue of fact, the 

motion for summary judgment must be denied.  (Versa Tech., Inc. v. Sup.Ct. (Motsinger) (1978) 

78 CA3d 237, 240.) 

 

Defendant’s Objection to Evidence 

 

1. Objection No. 1:  Defendant objects to ¶3 of Frank Pizzileo’s Declaration.  Defendant 

objects on the ground the audio recording of Dr. Traynor is immaterial to the motion of 

whether or not Dr. Edraki breached the standard of care.   

 Immaterial to disposition of motion.  CCP §437c(q). 

 

2. Objection No. 2:  Defendant objections to Plaintiff’s post-operative recording of 

Dr. Traynor.     

 Immaterial to disposition of motion.  CCP §437c(q). 

 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC15-01735 
CASE NAME: ANNA PARK VS. JEFFREY TRAYNOR 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
May appear by Court Call if Tentative Ruling for Line 5 is not argued. 
 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-00007 
CASE NAME: ORTIZ VS. TOOLE 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Petition to compromise the minor’s claim is granted.  The amount of the settlement appears 
reasonable.  Minor has significantly improved.  The Court will sign the Order approving the 
compromise and Order for deposit of the funds as soon as they are received from counsel.  
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 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01477 
CASE NAME: ROBINSON VS. WELLS FARGO 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 
FILED BY WELLS FARGO BANK N.A. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendant’s motion for judgment on the pleadings is granted, with leave to amend.  
Plaintiff shall file and serve any further amended complaint on or before June 9, 2017.   
 
 The Court has granted leave to amend only in an abundance of caution, and because 
this is the first challenge to the pleading of plaintiff’s legal theories.  In deciding whether and how 
to amend the Complaint, plaintiff and her counsel shall bear in mind the limits on advocacy 
imposed by statute.  (See, Code Civ. Proc., § 128.7, subd. (b).)  Plaintiff and her counsel shall 
also bear in mind the truthful pleading rule.  (See, Larson v. UHS of Rancho Springs, Inc. (2014) 
230 Cal.App.4th 336, 343-345.) 
 
 The basis for this ruling, and the conditions on leave to amend, are as follows. 
 
 A. Request For Judicial Notice. 
 
 Defendant’s request for judicial notice is granted, except as to the following exhibits: 
“A”, “G”, and “H.”  Plaintiff’s objections to the listed exhibits are sustained, but with the following 
caveat: plaintiff has not yet articulated a good faith basis for questioning the authenticity of the 
promissory note and the two loan modification agreements, and shall allege the factual support 
for any such position in the further amended complaint.  Absent such allegations, the Court will 
take judicial notice of these facially valid contract documents in the context of any renewed 
challenge to the pleading of plaintiff’s legal theories.  A party cannot be allowed to evade the 
implications of undisputed background facts through artful omissions in the party’s pleading. 
 
 B. Principal Residence and Personal Loan Purpose. 
 
 Defendant’s request for judicial notice raises serious concerns about the accuracy of 
plaintiff’s allegation that the foreclosed property was plaintiff’s principal residence at the time of 
the alleged HBOR violation, and about whether the subject loan was made “for personal, family, 
or household purposes.”  (See, Civ. Code, § 2924.15, subd. (a).)  In any amended complaint, 
plaintiff shall allege facts addressing those concerns, as follows. 
 
  1. Correct Property Address. 
 
 Plaintiff shall allege facts explaining why the address of the foreclosed property alleged 
in the Complaint  (254 South 22nd Street) does not match the address shown on plaintiff’s deed 
of trust (245-248 South 22nd Street).  The Court notes that the Complaint was verified under 
penalty of perjury, and this discrepancy is not a trivial one. 
 
  2. Multiple Living Units. 
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 If the foreclosed property has multiple living units, plaintiff shall allege whether the 
subject mortgage loan against the property was a purchase loan for a property meant to serve 
as plaintiff’s residence, or whether it was a purchase loan for a property meant to serve as an 
income-producing asset.  If plaintiff can do so truthfully, plaintiff shall allege the time period or 
periods when she lived in the property as her principal residence.  Plaintiff shall also allege 
which unit plaintiff occupied as her principal residence, and which unit plaintiff’s son occupied, 
at the time of the alleged HBOR violation.  If plaintiff and her son occupied different units, 
plaintiff shall allege whether her son displaced occupants who would otherwise have been 
rent-paying tenants, and what impact this displacement had on plaintiff’s overall income. 
 
  3. Provisions of Deed of Trust. 
 
 Plaintiff shall allege facts explaining why the box for Covenant 32 of the deed of trust 
(“Owner Occupancy”) was not checked.  Plaintiff shall also allege facts explaining why 
Covenant 14 of the deed of trust (“Notices”) provided that plaintiff would receive notices at a 
different Richmond address, 5307 Columbia Avenue. 
 
  4. Chapter 13 Bankruptcy. 
 
 Plaintiff does not dispute that she commenced a Chapter 13 bankruptcy on or about 
January 31, 2013.  Plaintiff shall allege facts explaining why her bankruptcy petition showed a 
primary address of 251 South 22nd Street.  The Court notes that this address does not match 
the address alleged in the Complaint (254 South 22nd Street), the address shown on the deed 
of trust (245-248 South 22nd Street), or the notice address (5307 Columbia Avenue). 
 
 C. 2012 Conduct. 
 
 Defendant correctly argues that HBOR applies only to conduct occurring on or after 
January 1, 2013, HBOR’s effective date.  Yet plaintiff’s Complaint is ambiguous as to whether 
plaintiff is relying in part on 2012 conduct.  Plaintiff shall clarify, in any amended complaint, 
that plaintiff is relying solely on 2013 conduct in her attempt to establish HBOR liability. 
 
 D. Prior Loan Modifications. 
 
 Plaintiff shall allege, in reasonable detail, the terms of any loan modification agreements 
she entered into concerning the subject mortgage loan.  Plaintiff shall also allege whether she 
was in default under a loan modification agreement at the time of the alleged HBOR violation.  
This has a direct bearing on defendant’s potential HBOR liability.  (See, Civ. Code, § 2923.6, 
subd. (c)(3).) 
 
 E. Material Change In Financial Circumstances. 
 
 Plaintiff’s entire Complaint appears to be dependent on the proposition that, in April 
2013, plaintiff submitted a complete loan modification application documenting “a material 
change in the borrower's financial circumstances since the date of the borrower's previous 
application …”  (Civ. Code, § 2923.6, subd. (g).)  Specifically, plaintiff alleges as follows: 
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On or about April 2013, Plaintiff’s son moved into her home, so she re-submitted 
a new complete loan modification containing his income as well. 

 
(Complaint, ¶ 23.) 
 
 The Court finds this allegation completely inadequate.  Plaintiff does not allege that her 
son had any surplus income available to contribute to mortgage payments, much less the 
amount of any such surplus income.  Plaintiff also does not allege that her son had agreed to 
contribute all of his surplus income to payments on a mortgage loan against a property he did 
not own, for the lifetime of that loan.  Plaintiff also does not allege facts showing that any such 
surplus income represented a “material change” in plaintiff’s income — i.e., a change that would 
make the difference between plaintiff qualifying for a loan modification and plaintiff not 
qualifying.  Finally, it would appear as a matter of law that a lender would not be required to 
consider the temporary, voluntary payments of a non-borrower as a material change in the 
borrower’s income; plaintiff cites no case law supporting the proposition that HBOR requires a 
lender to re-write a mortgage loan to include new borrowers. 
 
 F. Material HBOR Violation. 
 
 An HBOR violation is actionable only if it is “material.”  (Civ. Code, § 2924.12, subd. (b).  
See, Johnson v. PNC Mortg. (N.D. Cal. Aug. 12, 2014) 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 111846, p. 42 
[“even if there were [an HBOR] violation, it was immaterial”].)  In the case at bar, plaintiff has not 
yet alleged a material HBOR violation — i.e., one that prevented plaintiff from receiving a viable 
loan modification for which she would likely have qualified.  (Cf., Aceves v. U.S. Bank N.A. 
(2011) 192 Cal.App.4th 218, 232 [notice of default’s designation of incorrect beneficiary not 
prejudicial]; Knapp v. Doherty (2004) 123 Cal.App.4th 76, 94-99 [defect in the nonjudicial 
foreclosure process must be prejudicial in order to be actionable].) 
 
 G. Limitations On Leave to Amend. 
 
  1. Scope of Amendments. 
 
 Plaintiff shall not add any new defendants, or any new causes of action, without 
leave of court after a noticed motion.  (See, Harris v. Wachovia Mortgage, FSB (2010) 185 
Cal.App.4th 1018, 1022-23.) 
 
  2. Superfluous Causes of Action. 
 
 Plaintiff intelligibly alleges only a single HBOR violation: defendant’s foreclosure of the 
subject property while a complete loan modification application was still pending.  Any amended 
complaint shall allege only a single cause of action for violation of Civil Code section 2923.6, 
subdivision (c).  The other causes of action are superfluous. 
 
  3. Compensatory Damages. 
 
 In any further amended complaint, plaintiff shall allege the estimated dollar amount 
of any compensatory damages that plaintiff seeks, and how that dollar amount was calculated.  
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(See, Code Civ. Proc., § 425.10, subd. (a)(2) [“[i]f the recovery of money or damages is 
demanded, the amount demanded shall be stated”].)  A request for damages in an arbitrary 
sum will not be not adequate; plaintiff shall allege facts showing that defendant’s alleged 
HBOR violation legally caused plaintiff to suffer actual consequential damages of a specified 
kind, in a specified approximate dollar amount, under a plausible and non-speculative theory of 
consequential damages. 
 
  4. Prayer. 
 
 Plaintiff shall eliminate from the Complaint’s prayer all requests for relief not authorized 
by section 2924.12 of the Civil Code, subdivision (b).  The requests eliminated shall include, 
but may not be limited to, the current requests for “disgorgement,” “punitive damages,” and 
“rescission of the Trustee’s sale.”  (Prayer, ¶ 2, ¶ 4, and ¶ 5.) 
 

  

 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01477 
CASE NAME: ROBINSON VS WELLS FARGO 
FURTHER CASE MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
In light of the tentative ruling on Line 8, the Case Management Conference is continued by the 
Court to July 10, 2017, at 9:00 a.m., in Department 9, unless the tentative ruling is timely 
contested and counsel appear to argue. 
 

  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01807 
CASE NAME: ADAMS VS AT&T 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 2nd Amended COMPLAINT of ADAMS 
FILED BY AT&T MOBILITY LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Hearing dropped from calendar by Court; the entire action has been dismissed. 
 

 

 
 


